In this paper, we introduce the first simulation framework that provides cost-effective means to evaluate indoor navigation systems for different user groups (e.g., users with visual impairment), various positioning techniques, and navigation instructions algorithms. The simulation engine uses the Unity game engine, which tracks the virtual user interaction and motion in a virtual environment that represents the physical environment in which the user navigates. The framework includes the following modules that will be defined by the indoor navigation system developers: 1) Positioning module which simulates indoor localization techniques and their observed accuracy; 2) Indoor navigation algorithm module that generates the navigation instructions using natural language phrases, and 3) Virtual user model (VUM) that includes human perception and information processing that can understand navigation instructions, perceive the surrounding environment, and act based on this information. The framework also includes a performance analysis module that evaluates the indoor navigation system performance in terms of navigation success rate and route similarity.
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been a plethora of indoor navigation systems, which were evaluated using human subjects trials, especially for the blind and visually impaired users [1] - [23] . However, testing an indoor navigation system with human subjects can be expensive and time-consuming, especially in the early development stages. Oftentimes, many rounds of human subject trials are needed to improve the system iteratively. Therefore, it is beneficial to simulate the system before using it in trials with human subjects since many of the problems can be identified using inexpensive and efficient computer simulations. To the best of our knowledge, there are no simulation frameworks that integrate user perception and cognition with an indoor navigation system that includes two main modules: positioning (localization and orientation) and the navigation instructions. As shown in Table 1 , different indoor navigation systems include these two modules in various forms. For example, navigation instructions can contain various levels of details, e.g., only short turn-by-turn vs. detailed instructions The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Derek Abbott .
that provide details about the environment. Moreover, indoor positioning can be obtained through different techniques such as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) sensors, inertial sensors, computer vision, QR code, and RFID.
In this paper, we introduce the first simulation framework that provides developers the opportunity to simulate the effects of their positioning techniques and navigation instructions algorithms on the user perception and resulting action (motor behavior). Fig. 1 (a) illustrates the current evaluation process of indoor navigation systems using trials with human subjects in the physical environment, and Fig. 1 (b) displays the proposed simulation framework. As shown in Fig. 1 (a) , indoor navigation systems generally consist of a positioning module and a navigation instructions module. Developers are able to improve and optimize these modules based on the results of the evaluations obtained from human subject trials by using feedback questionnaires and making observations. In comparison, the proposed simulation framework shown in Fig. 1 (b) uses a virtual environment and VUM to simulate the physical environment and human subjects, respectively. In addition, the positioning module is simulated with a customizable probability model, and the system evaluations are done using the performance analysis module. We would like to mention that trials with human subjects are invaluable, especially after the navigation system will go through a rigorous simulation study.
We have developed the PERCEPT indoor navigation system for blind and visually impaired users, which was successfully tested with human subjects [17] - [22] . Drawing from our experience, we realize the cost of such trials, especially in early development stages, as well as the influence of positioning techniques and navigation instructions generation algorithms on the success of our navigation system. In this paper, we introduce a new simulation framework using the Unity game engine [26] as the simulation engine. Unity [26] is a game engine that provides a foundational framework and common functions for game development. Aside from being used to develop games, Unity is also widely used in many scientific and engineering domains [27] - [31] .
The proposed simulation framework includes the following four modules (see Fig. 1(b) ):
1) Virtual environment and virtual user (Section II) :
Using the Unity game engine [26], we generate a virtual game environment that represents the indoor physical environment floor plan and a virtual user that embodies the user. The virtual environment includes the same layout and landmarks as well as textures and audible features as the physical space. The virtual environment is generated from the computer-aided design (CAD) file of the blueprint of an actual physical environment. The virtual user will navigate inside the virtual environment, mirroring a user walking in the physical environment. During the simulation process, for a given virtual user location, the virtual environment will determine the surrounding landmarks along with their distance from the virtual user, their size color, texture, and shape. This information is sent to the virtual user, which along with the navigation instructions, will be used to determine the next action.
2) Positioning Module (Section III):
Positioning methods such as techniques using Radio Frequency (RF) sensors (e.g., iBeacons) often have different levels of accuracy, which will be simulated with our framework. This positioning accuracy in both localization and orientation is due to a number of factors: environmental factors (e.g., building materials), sensors technology, sensors deployment pattern, positioning method, as well as user's device.
3) Navigation Instructions Module (Section IV):
Users rely on navigation instructions to reach their chosen destination. Such instructions are generated by the navigation instructions module. Given the user's location and orientation determined from the positioning module, the navigation instructions module guides the process of planning and following a route. Instructions can appear in many different forms. Indoor navigation systems introduced in [1]- [7] , only provide short turnby-turn instructions while systems reported in [8] , [9] provide additional descriptions about nearby landmarks and point of interests. PERCEPT system [17] - [23] provides very detailed landmark-based navigation instructions that cater toward the specific needs of visually impaired users.
4) Virtual User Model (Section V):
A virtual user will simulate the spatial navigation behavior of a real user in a virtual environment using the Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) model introduced in [32] .
ACT-R can model users with different abilities. For example, we can use the ACT-R visual perception module to simulate virtual users with different visual acuity and visual field. We introduce this case in Section VII in which we show that limitations of visual acuity can be applied to visual perception by adjusting parameters regarding the recognizable object size threshold. The comprehension module of the virtual user will be based on the Double-R Model (Referential and Relational Model) [33] , designed for use in the development of software agents with Natural Language Processing (NLP) capabilities. The Double-R Model is unique in modeling language comprehension by adopting a cognitively plausible approach, while also providing support for the development of large-scale, functional models. The user perception module simulates the user perception of the virtual environment. Unlike ACT-R's default vision module that was originally developed for top-down perception only, Pre-attentive And Attentive Vision (PAAV) [34] can model a wide range of tasks, such as visual search and scene viewing, where pre-attentive bottom-up processes are essential for the validity of a model. PAAV builds on attentional components of the default vision module and incorporates greater support for modeling pre-attentive components of human vision. Developers can perform experiments with virtual user models (VUM) with various visual acuity, visual field, and active working memory settings. Note that VUM is obviously a simplified representation of human subjects since many strong assumptions are made to make this simulation possible, such as ignoring users' emotions and interactions with other people in the environment, which can also be important for wayfinding by not yet supported by ACT-R. In spite of these simplifications, we strongly believe that this simulation is very valuable to developers of indoor navigation systems given its capabilities in simulating such a widerange of human perception and cognition modules. 5) Performance analysis (Section VI): We compute the following performance metrics that reflect the quality of the indoor navigation system: route similarity which reflects the similarity between the route calculated by the navigation instructions algorithm and the actual route taken by the virtual user and success rate (percentage of destinations that were reached within reasonable time). As shown in Section VII, at the end of each simulation, we provide a log that provides timestamped information about each simulation run, which includes source and destination, virtual user action, and navigation outcome (success or failure).
We would like to emphasize that our contribution in this paper is the proposed framework, which is the first of its kind, rather than its individual modules.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the virtual environment generation process. Section III introduces the positioning simulation module, and Section IV describes indoor navigation instructions. Section V describes the ACT-R based VUM, and Section VI describes the performance analysis module. Case studies are introduced in Section VII, and Section VIII describes the experiments and results. Section IX concludes the paper.
II. VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
Using the Unity game engine, we generate a virtual game environment that represents the indoor physical environment floor plan and a virtual user that embodies the user. The virtual user motion is determined by action codes generated from the navigation instructions (see Section VI). In this virtual environment, various markers are used to indicate different landmarks in the physical space, such as doors, elevators, escalators, and stairs. Sizes, colors, shapes, and textures of landmarks like wood or metal are also rendered and represented in the virtual environment.
The virtual environment generation process includes the following steps:
Step 1: Classify objects in the target physical environment's CAD file by their different functionalities (e.g., wall, stairs, elevator, etc.), and save them in different layers;
Step 2: Utilize Microsoft .netDxf API [35] , which is a third-party library designed to read and write CAD file, to get the location of each object in different layers;
Step 3: Create corresponding game objects in the virtual environment with the exact location in the physical environment's blueprint with .netDxf tool's location output;
Step 4: Add Unity collider for each game objects and mark them with different tags according to their functionalities;
Step 5: Download landmarks information from the web browser, convert their geometry locations into locations in Unity virtual environment and add landmarks in the environment. 
III. POSITIONING SIMULATION MODULE
Indoor navigation systems rely on positioning techniques to provide users with updated navigation instructions [1]- [23] . These techniques often provide inaccurate location and orientation results due to factors such as the physical environment (e.g., building materials), sensor technology (e.g., Bluetooth Low Energy sensors), sensors deployment pattern, positioning method, as well as user's device. As reported in [36] - [39] , mean error in terms of the distance between the predicted location and ground-truth location and/or standard deviation is often used metrics for the evaluations for such systems. Additionally, some authors modeled positioning inaccuracy using its cumulative distribution function (CDF) of distance estimation errors [40] - [42] . Ji et al. [40] model the positioning estimation errors by varying the number of BLE sensors deployed in the physical space. Lu and Li [41] use simulation of location positioning errors using MATLAB. To model the accuracy of the indoor visible light positioning technique, Eroglu et al. [42] developed a simulation model that incorporates various LED lights deployment plans and parameters of the positioning algorithm.
The positioning module provides a flexible interface for developers to customize their probability distribution functions to match their own assumptions of modeling localization errors, such as having different error distributions in different areas of the environment or with different conditions of the environment. In other words, the positioning module enables developers to model the positioning accuracy as probability distribution(s) that reflects the positioning technique results obtained in the physical environment.
In Section VII, we introduce a simple example of such a function where only one probability distribution is used for the entire simulation space.
IV. NAVIGATION INSTRUCTIONS
Navigation instructions, which are essential components of indoor navigation systems, can take many different forms [1] - [23] . For example, indoor navigation systems introduced in [1]- [7] provide short turn-by-turn instructions, while systems presented in [8] , [9] also provide additional descriptions about nearby landmarks. PERCEPT system [17] - [23] provides very detailed landmark-based navigation instructions that cater toward the specific needs of blind and visually impaired (BVI) users.
Similar to the validation framework introduced in [43] , our framework takes navigation instructions as free-form natural language as input in terms of syntax. However, instructions should always be actionable for VUM and contain the following information:
1) wayfinding actions such as turning, walking straight or towards a certain direction, trailing, going upstairs, etc.;
2) information about the duration of the current actions, so the virtual user can understand when to stop. Examples include walking for a certain distance, passing a certain number of doors, or reaching a specific landmark.
Optional information in navigation instructions includes:
3) surrounding landmarks such as doors, stairs, elevators, as well as their descriptions, including size, texture, color or shape, etc.
Examples of navigation instructions are introduced in Section VII.
V. VIRTUAL USER MODEL
In this study, we propose to develop and test VUM) that simulate users. VUM will simulate the spatial navigation behavior of a real user in a virtual environment. The virtual user will be required to understand navigation instructions, perceive the surrounding environment, and act based on this information.
To build VUM, we rely on the computational cognitive architecture Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) [32] model, which is a process-level theory about humans cognition. With a rich history in the cognitive science community, whose researchers are concerned primarily with studying and understanding how humans think, perceive, and act, ACT-R is a cognitive architecture extensively used in the modeling of higher-level human cognitive processes.
At a high level, ACT-R is viewed as a hybrid symbolic/subsymbolic production-based system. Specifically, ACT-R decides what productions to fire next by combining declarative knowledge, i.e., fact-based memories and procedural knowledge, i.e., rule-based memories, as well as input from the world, such as visual, aural, etc. And these productions can change either model's internal state, e.g., by creating new knowledge or the physical state, e.g., by pressing a key on a keyboard. In addition, ACT-R makes the decision of what production to fire next based on two kinds of knowledge: a) symbolic knowledge, e.g., who was where at what time; and b) subsymbolic knowledge, e.g., how relevant a fact is to the current situation, or how useful a production is expected to be when fired. With the addition of the perceptual and motor component, as well as the use of buffers as the bridging interface between various cognitive modules, e.g., vision module, auditory module, production system, intentional module and declarative memory, ACT -R is traditionally referred to as an ''integrated theory of the mind'' [32] .
ACT-R has been successfully applied to many scientific and engineering fields, such as building a cognitive tutor [44] , [45] , which is a computer-based instructional technology, creating models of vehicle operators [46] - [48] , creating models of users for use in interface design and as opponents and colleagues in shared interfaces [49] - [51] , creating models of language production and use [48] , [52] , controlling the behavior of real-world robotic systems [53] , [54] , controlling virtual robots that inhabit virtual 3D environments [52] - [57] , and controlling the behavior of virtual synthetic agents that engage in interaction with humancontrolled characters in the context of (e.g.) training simulations [53] .
A. BASIC MODULES
The virtual user model includes the following major components (see Fig. 3 ):
a. Declarative Memory Module: The declarative module manages the creation and storage of factual knowledge or chunks. In addition, it constantly updates their activation values to manages memories' subsymbolic information. Activation values in the declarative module are defined as a function of how recently and frequently that chunk has been accessed, along with the extent to which the current context primes it. To represent the fact that people's memory can be noisy, activation also has a small random noise component. Mathematically, the log-odds that the chunk will be needed in the current context is used to represent a chunk's activation value. Cognitively, a chunk's activation represents how much time an ACT-R model will take to recall a chunk if it can even be remembered at by the virtual user model all.
The declarative module includes the following parameters: 1) activation noise that specifies the value used to generate the instantaneous noise added to the activation, 2) permanent activation noise specifies the value used to generate the permanent noise added to the activation of a chunk, 3) retrieval threshold which is the minimum activation chunk required for retrieval, 4) latency exponent value which determines the retrieval time, 5) latency factor value which determines the retrieval time, 6) base-level learning parameter controls whether base-level learning is enabled and if so what the value of the decay parameter, d, 7) maximum associative strength parameter which controls whether the spreading activation calculation is used, 8) threshold on total source activation which represents the limited capacity of working memory. It takes the value of 1 as the default value for healthy users and 0.6 to simulate users with severe cognitive impairment, as shown in [58] , and 9) mismatch penalty, which controls the importance given to partial matching of a chunk. It takes the value of 2 as the default value for healthy users and 4.45 to simulate users with severe cognitive impairment, as shown in [58] .
b. Procedural Memory Module: The procedural module is mostly analogous to the declarative module, except that it creates and stores procedural knowledge or productions. Expected utility is used to represent subsymbolic information for production rules. And these expected utilities are learned over time according to a temporally discounted reinforcement learning function and, which also have a small stochastic component similar activation defined in the declarative module. More importantly, expected utility is influenced by rewards and punishments defined by the modeler based on their own task and theory. Both internal events, e.g., successfully accomplishing a goal and extrinsic motivations, e.g., payment for performance, can lead to such rewards and punishments within an ACT-R model.
Finally, algorithms, which are modulated by the predefined expected utility, are provided for matching the current contents of the buffers to production rules so that the strongest match the procedural module is selected to fire, and then also handles implementing the results of the rule's actions.
Procedural module parameters: 1) activation noise parameter used to generate the instantaneous noise added to the activation, 2) α parameter in the utility learning, 3) the probability of expected production (E.P.) achieving the goal versus the probability of inappropriate production (I.P.) doing so is set at 1.0 against 0 for healthy users, and 0.41 against 0.59 for users with severe cognitive impairment as shown in [58] .
c. Intentional and Imaginal Modules: The intentional and imaginal modules in the virtual user model provide support for task-oriented cognition. The goal buffer, or also known as the intentional module, is designed to contain chunks that are used to identify the virtual user model's current goal and provide place-keeping within the current task. The imaginal buffer, on the other hand, is designed to provide support for intermediate problem state representations, e.g., a carryover digit in an addition problem.
Parameters: the intentional module includes the activation spread parameter.
d. Auditory Module: The auditory module can preattentively search its auditory environment and recognize sounds and utterances. Once attended to, chunks are used to represent the aural percepts as in declarative memory. So these percepts subject to the declarative module's management of their symbolic and subsymbolic information.
Parameters: 1) control the content delay time given to digit sounds created with the new-digit-sound command, 2) controls how long the sound events will stay in the audicon. e. Motor Module: Motor modules [32] provide a way for the virtual user model to interact with the world through actions. The proposed motor module controls VUM's movement in the virtual environment. At the end of each cognition process, certain actions will be chosen by VUM. Motor Module will take the intention as input and perform the desired action in the virtual environment.
Parameters of this module: the minimum time required for the execution of any motor module movement, the time it takes to prepare each movement, and minimum movement time required to perform a specific movement.
d. Vision Module: The visual module in ACT-R enables the architecture to see elements in the model's virtual environment. The module supports visual object recognition, pre-attentive visual searching, object tracking, and pop-out effects. In addition, it also imposes temporal constraints on visual search and object recognition in a principled, cognitively plausible way.
We propose to adopt a general-purpose vision module called Pre-attentive And Attentive Vision (PAAV) [34] . In addition to a top-down, attentive layer, the PAAV vision module incorporates support for pre-attentive bottom-up visual components, such as multiple feature dimensions to describe visual objects including their sizes, shapes, colors, and textures, etc., peripheral vision with differential acuity, iconic visual memory as well as a decision threshold.
The where system: In a WHERE request, to locate the next visual object, the intentional module can define feature values (e.g., sizes, shapes) as desired criteria. Iconic memory is a model's internal representation of a visicon, otherwise visual scene. An activation value is assigned to each visual object in iconic memory. Upon a WHERE request, the vision module returns the location of the visual object with the highest activation value. The total activation value is calculated as a sum of both top-down and bottom-up activation values. Once a visual object has been located with a WHERE request, a model can then follow up with a WHAT request. This encoding process of a visual object from the visicon is essentially the same as in ACT-R's default vision module.
The what system: A request to the what system of the vision module essentially entails providing a chunk representing a visual location, which will then cause the what system to have three following actions: 1) shift visual attention to that location, 2) process the object located there, and 3) place a chunk representing the perceived object into the visual buffer which can then allow subsequent process to continue.
Parameters of the visual module: 1) Acuity for objects' color, shape, texture of objects, 2) Weight of a top-down activation map, 3) Weight of a bottom-up activation map, 20/500 to 20/1,000, which is equivalent to profound visual impairment, or profound low vision.
B. LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING MODULE 1) LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION MODULE INTRODUCTION
The language comprehension module of the virtual user model will comprehend these navigation instructions. This framework is flexible and can accommodate arbitrary types of navigation instructions as input. Navigation actions will be selected by the virtual user following the understanding of these instructions as well as the perception of its surroundings in the virtual environment.
To implement the language understanding module, we adopted the Double-R Model (Referential and Relational Model) [33] , which is a model of language comprehension intended for use in the development of software agents with NLP (Natural Language Processing) capabilities. The Double-R Model is unique in modeling language comprehension by adopting a cognitively plausible approach, while also providing support for the development of large-scale, functional models. That is, although the Double-R Model adheres to well-established cognitive constraints and limits on language comprehension, it is not focused on empirical study or validation of any specific psycholinguistic phenomena.
Double-R Grammar is the Cognitive Linguistic theory underlying the Double-R Model. In the area of Cognitive Linguistics, all grammatical elements have a semantic basis, including grammatical markers, parts of speech, phrases, and clauses. Humans' understanding of language is embodied and based on experience in the world. Double-R Model assumes that humans' linguistic capabilities derive from basic cognitive capabilities, which means that there is no autonomous syntactic component separated from the rest of cognition. Knowledge of language is, for the most part, learned rather than innate. Abstract linguistic categories, such as verb, noun, nominal, clause, are learned on the basis of experience with multiple instances of words and expressions which belong to these categories, with the categories being abstracted and generalized from humans' experience. In addition, schemas that abstract away from the relationships between linguistic categories are learned in the same process. Over the course of an entire lifetime, humans acquire a large stock of schemas at various multiple levels of generalization and abstraction, representing knowledge of language to support language comprehension.
Double-R Grammar includes a system of grammatical representation that focuses on capturing two key dimensions of meaning, namely referential and relational meaning. Double-R identifies the referring expressions in the input, such as situation referring expression or clause, object referring expression or nominal as well as the relationships between these referring expressions, such as transitive verb relating a subject and an object.
Grammatical representations in Double-R are assumed to be semantically motivated. Including a cognitively motivated language analysis mechanism that adheres to two well-established constraints on Human Language Processing (HLP) -incremental and interactive processing, Double-R incrementally analyzes the written linguistic input one word or multi-word unit at a time, using all available syntactic and semantic information interactively to make the best decision at each decision-making point. Lexical items in the input project constructions, which set up expectations, drive the processing of language understanding. Once a decision is made, Double-R assumes it is correct and proceeds incrementally forward with the language processing. However, modification of the evolving representation via a non-monotonic mechanism of context accommodation may be required by the subsequent input as the process continues. In summary, the language processing mechanism in the virtual user model is pseudo-deterministic, which means that it pursues the single best analysis given the current language input and context, but also is also able to accommodate the subsequent input and context when necessary.
As a large-scale cognitive model in the ACT-R cognitive architecture, Double-R is approaching the grammatical breadth of leading computational linguistic systems, without being limited to purely syntactic analysis or tuned to a specific corpus.
2) LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION PROCESS
Double-R accepts input language from single words up to an entire document of text. During the processing of an input text, Double-R creates a collection of nested ACT-R chunks, which are frame-like representations consisting of a collection of slot-value pairs where the value of a slot may be a chunk as well.
At the end of language processing, these ACT-R chunks are converted into tree diagrams by the Double-R module. The created diagrams are generated through phpSyntaxTree from the bracketed structures, which indicates how the input language is processed and understood through the cognition process, including various components in the language and their relationship with each other.
ACT-R's procedural modules can then take these diagrams as input and generate language understanding results as chunks containing intended actions, target objects, and their attributes.
Actions will then be executed by VUM using Motor Module, as described in Section VII.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS MODULE
We will define a set of pre-determined navigation tasks {N 1 , . . . N m }, designed to mirror the anticipated real-world use of the system. The virtual user will perform in the virtual environment navigation tasks {N 1 , . . . N m } using the navigation instructions provided by the navigation instructions module. We record the virtual user location and body orientation. All of these events are stored with a timestamp in the database.
Using the recorded location results which determine the actual path taken by the virtual user and the path provided by the navigation instructions we will compute: a) Success rate -the percentage of destinations that were reached within a reasonable time duration for user i performing all navigation tasks in the trial, SR i . b) Route similarity between trial paths and intended paths of navigation instructions for user i performing navigation task j, RS ij . We calculate RS ij using Navigation Efficiency Index introduced in [18] . It is defined as the ratio between the length of the intended path of navigation instructions, which is presumed to be optimal, and the length of the actual path traveled by the virtual user. Navigation Efficiency Index is an indication of the level of efficiency of the indoor navigation system. Note the value of RS ij is between 0 and 1, and 0 means maximum dissimilarity, and 1 means maximum similarity.
For user i trial, we have: Trial i = {U i , SR i , (RS ij , . . . , RS ij )} where U i includes user i information such as the visual acuity, SR i is the success rate of all tasks in this trial and RS ij represents the route similarity metric result associated with navigation task j.
VII. SIMULATION SCENARIOS
In this section, we demonstrate how the simulation framework works in various scenarios that differ in the virtual user model, positioning accuracy, and level of details in the navigation instructions. For each scenario, we provide the simulation log and performance metrics.
The simulation framework architecture depicted in Fig. 4 introduces the different modules and the corresponding subsections.
The virtual environment which is generated in Unity is the UMASS campus center entrance floor (about 11300 sq feet) is depicted in Fig. 5 . The virtual user needs to complete the following navigation task: the initial location is East Entrance, and the destination is Harvest Market.
A. POSITIONING SIMULATION MODEL
we adopt Gaussian Random Distribution, which is frequently used to model system noise [60] - [62] . The Gaussian distribution parameters, mean, and a standard deviation are noted as (µ l , σ 2 l ), where µ l represents the mean distance between the ground-truth location (x t , y t ) and the predicted location (x p , y p ). The distance µ defined using (1)
We varied the values of µ l , σ 2 l in the different scenarios detailed below.
B. NAVIGATION INSTRUCTIONS
we use the navigation instructions generated by the PER-CEPT indoor navigation system, which we developed and introduced in [17]- [22] . For completeness, we provide a brief overview of the PERCEPT system in which the user carries a Smartphone (Android or iPhone) that runs PERCEPT application. The application provides detailed landmark-based navigation instructions helping the user navigate through indoor spaces to a chosen destination. PERCEPT includes three main modules: a localization algorithm, a vision free user interface using Android or iPhone accessibility VOLUME 8, 2020 features [24] , and a navigation instructions algorithm [23] . The application flow includes the following steps: 1) the user starts the application, 2) the user location is automatically detected [24] , 3) the user selects the desired destination using the accessible ''vision free'' interface, and 4) the user receives audible detailed navigation instructions (algorithm presented below).
The input to the navigation instruction generation algorithm introduced in [23] includes the blueprint of the environment and the landmarks such as doors, elevators, stairs, etc. The output of the algorithm includes the navigation instructions.
The algorithm includes the following stages: Stage 1: Generation of a directed graph in which the nodes represent the landmarks in the environment. Each edge has a weight that is proportional to the physical distance between the two nodes (landmarks). However, if there is an obstacle between the nodes and/or its unsafe for users to traverse this edge, the weight of the edge is adjusted to a much greater (infinite) value.
Stage 2: Generation of navigation routes between source and destination landmarks using Dijkstra's algorithm on the directed graph generated in Stage 1. Obstacles will be avoided when generating routes since the total weights of the routes involving obstacles are much higher than the rest. Applying the same logic, floor-crossing preference, i.e., stairs, escalator, elevator, set by users can also be accommodated automatically by adjusting the weights of associated links.
Stage 3: Generation of navigation instructions using the navigation routes generated in Stage 2. In collaboration with Orientation and Mobility (O&M) instructors from the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind, we developed a vocabulary that is used in the navigation instructions as detailed in [23] . 
C. VIRTUAL USER MODEL
we build a VUM using components detailed in Section V.
Parameters' values are provided in Table 2 . Note that VUM parameters are customizable in our simulation framework. It will enable developers to test the system for different virtual users' characteristics, e.g., different visual acuity.
To illustrate the perception and cognition process of VUM for the wayfinding task introduced in Section V, we report its internal module outputs detailed in different scenarios below and also shown as links L A , L B , L C , L D , and L E in Fig. 6 . Link L A represents the navigation instructions module output and instructions perception by the VUM, link L B represents VUM's virtual environment perception through the vision module, link L C represents the output of VUM vision module, link L D represents the output of VUM language understanding module, which consists of Procedural Module, Intentional and Imaginal Module and Declarative Memory Module as detailed in Section V, and finally link L E represents the action output of the VUM motor module.
D. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For each scenario, we provide the log and performance metrics, as introduced in Section VI.
Simulation Scenarios:
We run the simulation for four different scenarios that differ in virtual user visual acuity, level of details in instructions, and the accuracy of localization techniques (see Table 3 ).
Scenario 1: Ideal case: in this case, the virtual user has perfect vision, positioning is accurate, and navigation instructions are correct and detailed. The virtual user successfully reaches its destination as expected. This scenario corresponds to the NLP parser-based validation framework for validating navigation instructions, as introduced in [43] .
Scenario 2: Visually impaired user: in this case, the navigation instructions are detailed, and the positioning is accurate. The virtual user successfully reaches the destination in spite of the fact that the user is visually impaired. Scenario 3: Visually impaired user and non-detailed navigation instructions: in this case, the navigation instructions are vague, the positioning is accurate, and the virtual user is visually impaired. The virtual user could not reach the destination. The virtual user selected the wrong landmark UPub as its target landmark. In spite of the fact that the instructions are correct, more details are required to help the visually impaired user reach the chosen destination.
Scenario 4: Visually impaired user and noisy positioning: in this scenario, the navigation instructions are detailed, the positioning is noisy, and the virtual user is visually impaired. The virtual user could not reach the destination. As mentioned above, the navigation instructions are generated from the perceived location, which was not accurate. So in spite of the fact that the navigation instructions are detailed, they do not start at the correct location.
Localization errors were not introduced in the first three scenarios since we seek to isolate the influence of other modules such as the navigation instructions (detailed or nondetailed) and the user vision acuity. In the scenarios presented above, we note that the details presented in the navigation instructions and the positioning accuracy are important for navigation success.
Using our simulation framework, developers can understand how well the indoor navigation system will perform for different positioning techniques, which may result in different levels of positioning accuracy. Moreover, developers can understand which navigation instructions are suitable for specific users.
VIII. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we employed VUM with five different visual acuity levels, i.e., normal vision, mild visual impairment, moderate visual impairment, severe visual impairment, and profound visual impairment to execute five navigation tasks as shown, in Fig. 11 . From the simulation results detailed in Table 9 we observe that: 1) VUMs with better visual acuity perform better; 2) Tasks with more turning points are more challenging, i.e., Tasks 1 and 4 are more difficult than other tasks especially for VUMs with severe and profound visual impairment, which indicates that these routes require more attentions from developers when designing the navigation instructions; 3) Route similarity and success rate metrics align well and show similar trends in different scenarios while route similarity metric is able to capture the difference in experiment performances at a finer granularity. Furthermore, from the simulation scenarios introduced in Section VII, we conclude that: 1) VUM with visual impairment requires detailed navigation instructions to compensate for their loss of vision; 2) Positioning techniques with high localization inaccuracies may reduce the performance of indoor navigation systems. These observations align with the results we obtained from conducting many human subject trials [17] - [22] . As mentioned above, we can obtain similar results with human subject trials. However, these trials are time-consuming, and it is, therefore, desirable to debug the indoor navigation system using the proposed simulation framework before we present it to the users. 
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a simulation framework that lowers the development cost of indoor navigation systems since it enables the developer to evaluate and debug the system before running trials with human subjects.
The proposed simulation has a number of important features: 1) Generic input: a. natural language navigation instructions, b. any indoor environment regardless of the size and layout, c. any type of localization method (RF, inertial sensors, computer vision, etc.) as long as the developer provides the model of the positioning accuracy; 2) Customizable and scalable VUM: enables the developers to test the system for different virtual users' characteristics (e.g., visual or cognitive impairments); Since we use the most popular cognitive architecture -ACT-R, we can replace this architecture with new advances in cognitive science which reflect the recent understanding of human cognition. 3) Performance metrics and logs: it provides evaluation metrics and logs of the indoor navigation system, which enable the developer to improve the system design. The proposed simulation framework constitutes a significant step towards the development of cost-effective indoor wayfinding solutions.
